OUTDOOR LIFE

W

e start from the trailhead
near the Kolb Studio, and
as always, the transition
between the South Rim’s
busyness and the canyon’s tranquility is
gradual, though no less affecting. It is past 7
p.m., and most lodgers still digest their dinner,
down cocktails, watch nightfall at one of the
viewpoints, or have retired, worn out from the
day’s activities. We only meet one returning
Polish family whose father asks me to snap a
picture of them. There’s barely enough light
left for that. While my wife Melissa soon
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switches her headlamp on, I hold off, relishing
twilight, the brief window in which Earth’s
upper atmosphere reflects scattered, residual
sunbeams into the lower atmosphere. As a sort
of personal challenge, I try using my night
vision—like a muscle in training—as long as
possible, the kind of opportunity not many of
us have very often in these electrified times.
We have reasons to start our July
excursion this late in the day. During
mild fall and spring, the Grand Canyon’s
prime backpacking seasons, it’s hard to get
short-term reservations for Bright Angel

Campground or Phantom Ranch cabins,
and the trails are too crowded for those
who love solitude. You can avoid this by
going in the off-season, though winter
days are short and often cold. Conversely,
July, August, and even September can
be lethal at worst and unpleasant at best.
Night hiking is one way to reap all the
advantages, preferably timed to a full
moon. Less water and clothing are needed,
so backpacks are lighter. And, equally
suffering from the heat, wildlife is more
active. As yet another bonus, moonlight

blind you momentarily, crippling the vision
you’ve cultivated and which takes half an hour
to regain fully.
Melissa is, therefore, hiking far ahead of
me—and promptly runs into wildlife. When I
catch up, she tells me how she called out to me
at one of the hairpin turns, addressing a black
shape by the trailside, only to realize that “me”
was a stately mule-deer buck.
Fifteen minutes later she surprises
a coyote trotting toward Indian Garden.
Such a sighting would never occur in
broad daylight, not here. Mesmerized by
her headlamp, the trickster’s eyes shone
neon-green in the gloaming, due to lightgathering ocular tissue, the tapetum
lucidum or “bright carpet,” which we
humans lack.
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From the top of the Redwall formation
we see the Kolb Studio lights at our back (and
those of campers at Indian Garden below),
low-pressure sodium beacons that keep us
on course and light pollution to a minimum.
At the second set of switchbacks, four beamslinging, river-bound runners pass us, briefly
ruining my cherished new skill. All of a
sudden our outing doesn’t seem quite so crazy.
Moonrise finds us at Indian Garden,
where the mercury still hovers at 100 degrees.
A full moon can sneak up on you in this
country. A car just pulled up, I sometimes
think when it first peeps over a canyon’s rim,
mistaking its brilliance for headlights. Tonight
it announced itself by silvering clouds and cliffs.
We refill our water at the park service
spigot and follow Bright Angel Creek down-

canyon. Before long, it entrenches, its voice a
magnified babbling of almost-comprehensible
tongues. Near the Tonto Platform’s edge,
where it plunges into abyssal schist, Melissa,
who again forged ahead comes rushing back
up the trail.
“I think I saw a mountain lion,” she says
excitedly, out of breath. Her headlamp’s cone
caught the cat’s rounded head, eyes ablaze, its
tawny fur, its telltale gait like water flowing
across rocks. The hairs rise on my neck. The
night no longer feels safe. I’d feared snakes
hunting or coiled up on the still-warm trail,
but not this. The lion may have come here for a
drink, or to stalk deer in the lush vegetation.
We both feel relief when the trail winds
through a final breach in the plateau and
zigzags down ramparts to the river. While

Luna’s bald glare has washed out most
of the stars, the inner gorge lies drowned
in ink. The terrain appears simplified, like a
woodcut or haiku.
As clouds gauze the moon’s face its light dims,
a visual chill. Shadows weaken or intensify, and ours
escort us, whispering lines by the Tang dynasty poet Li Bo:
I raise my cup to toast the moon on high.
That’s two of us; my shadow makes it three.
Like too much wine or that visage scarred by meteors, ancient light
on ancient stone makes the head spin. We perceive the flickering luster
of stars long extinct and compared to them and the galaxy milling
around us even the canyon’s oldest strata strike one as young.
Night’s appeal, however, exceeds the merely aesthetic or
philosophical. Our need to perceive order in a universe baffling in
scope and complexity led us to become diligent stargazers. Ancient
civilizations personified celestial bodies, elevating them to the status
of deities whose pacing governs human lives. Indigenous peoples

heeded the circling of seasons, the orbits of planets and stars. Their
observations fixed dates for rituals, feasts, or pilgrimages, and
schedules for planting, harvesting, hunting. They plucked medicinal
herbs when the plants’ curative powers were most potent. They
tied the four directions to cosmic processes. Moon halos allowed
the forecasting of weather, and lunar phases, that of childbirths.
Each new moon bore the name of momentous Earth phenomena,
parceling out people’s days. Eclipses or comets broke the routine,
spelling crisis or doom.
Some river runners are camped at Pipe Creek’s pocket beach,
an enclave of dancing terrestrial lights. Wave caps phosphoresce
against the brown current, while another segment of river resembles
aluminum foil. Farther upstream, the lower bridge straddles the
Colorado with gunmetal-gray swagger.
Dead-tired, we reach the campground long after midnight
and don’t even set up our tarp, as all cloud shreds have melted
away. The creek is too warm to chill our two beer cans, which we
enjoy regardless.
The next day we lollygag under tamarisks on the boat beach and
sip iced lemonade at the swamp-cooled Phantom Ranch lodge after
aborting a trip to Ribbon Falls, halfway up the North Kaibab
Trail. The lodge thermometers read 109 degrees in the
shade and 145 near baking stonewalls.
We set our alarm to 4 a.m. the day
we leave. When I awake, other campers
already are packing, with faces
blushed by their headlamps’ red cast.
Anybody with any sense gets an
“alpine start” this time of year.
Strings of lights bob toward
the river long before dawn, like
glowworm processions or rope
teams on summit day. Despite
the South Kaibab’s barrenness
and the need for a shuttle ride
back to our car, we choose this
way out. It’s much shorter, and
the ridge route promises refreshing
breezes.
In the powder-blue dawn we switch
off our headlamps and steel ourselves for
heat’s onslaught. By the time we top out on
the laminate sandstone of the Tapeats sunlight
caresses the South Rim with rosy fingers. It falls upon us
at the foot of the Redwall’s switchbacks, fingers curled into a merciless
fist all too soon.
Michael Engelhard works as a wilderness guide in the Grand Canyon
and Alaska and resides in Flagstaff.

If you go …
A backcountry permit is required for all overnight stays in the Grand
Canyon. For the form and information on submitting a permit request,
visit https://www.nps.gov/grca. Under “Plan Your Visit” navigate to
“Things to Do” and then “Backcountry Hiking.”
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